1. ITCPs are a good way to protect workers who are ______
   A. On foot  B. At the office  C. on the water  D. home sick

2. More workers are killed by __________________
   A. Motorist  B. Construction equipment  C. Bee stings  D. Drunk drivers

3. Basic temporary traffic control requirements can be found in the _____

4. If you can’t see the equipment operator, they can’t ______
   A. Operate the equipment  B. See you  C. Get paid  D. Back without a spotter

5. Hi-Viz safety apparel must meet ______ Standards
   A. MUTCD  B. NIOSH  C. OSHA  D. ANSI

6. An unsafe condition or practice that could cause an injury or illness to an employee is a ______
   A. Hazard  B. Exposure  C. Violation  D. Recordable injury

7. All workers exposed to moving equipment and vehicles must wear hi-viz apparel.
   A. True  B. False

8. Interaction between workers on foot and construction equipment is not the single biggest hazard on a work site.
   A. True  B. False

9. Temporary traffic control devices must be set up in accordance with _____
   A. MUTCD  B. ANSI  C. TCOC  D. NIOSH

10. Keeping a safe distance from workers on foot is the responsibility of ______
    A. The supervisor  B. General contractor  C. Equipment operators  D. OSHA
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